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Develop a choir of drum sounds –

LOUIE BELLSON
The Fania All-Stars, salsa's most ambitious orchestra, celebrated their 10th anniversary in July of 1978 traditionally—by selling out Madison Square Garden and playing their contemporary big band Latin music, flavored by improvisation and age-old rhythms, without a trace of fusion.

"The whole world is going salsa!" exclaimed emcee Izzy Sanabria, publisher of Latin New York magazine and unabashed promoter of Latino soul music. "Cuba, Puerto Rico, jíbaro Spain, Mexico! Las Estrellas de Fania!"

Striding into the spotlight to the roar of the well-employed crowd were the instrumentalists, all band leaders or favorite sidemen, who season the hot dance music that was thought to be breaking big in the '70s—in bigger than the boogaloo in the '60s, bigger than the mambo in the '50s. Waiting in the wings were the smoothest, most passionate New York singers who vocalize in Spanish, including Pete "El Conde" Rodriguez, Adalberto Santiago, Santos Colon, Ismael Miranda, Cheo Feliciano, Hector Lavoe, Ruben Blades, and the Queen of Salsa, Celia Cruz.

"Now the man who keeps them all jumping—Sanabria cried, "the big gun of Fania Records—Johnny Pacheco!" Out sprang an angular figure in a form-fitting powder blue suit with white piping and fringe, waving to his audience then counting off a clave, the typical five beat folkloric rhythm accented on the second or third stroke which underlies all Latin American music.

Young Papo Lucca's piano picked up the pattern over timbalist Nicky Marrero, congaist Johnny Rodriguez, and bongost Robert Roena. Satch Queras was there on standup electric bass. The trombones of Louis Kahn and Reinaldo Jorge harmonized with the three trumpets led by Louis "Perico" Ortiz bass trumpet soloist Willie Colon awaited his special introduction. Multi-talented Pupi Legretta playing violin, sturdy tres player Yomo Toro, and vibist-arranger Louis Ramirez added to the texture. Schedules of their own working bands disrupted, the headliners who wax for Fania Records again collaborated to form a powerhouse band, putting on a fabulous show. Pacheco, the Santo Domingo-born composer, conductor, flautist, and vice president of Fania, America's most active salsa label, stoked the band as though shoveling coals into a furnace—and in a moment no one listening was able to sit still.

Though caught between rows of folding chairs and theater seats, an audience composed of all ages and all races was trying to dance. If the Fania All-Stars' goal was only to stimulate movement, they succeeded long ago, because the polyrhythms and overlapping melodic themes of their Latin American, Afro-Cuban music demand the adjective "infectious."

But Johnny Pacheco, his partner in Fania Jerry Masucci, the rest of the All-Stars and a widespread family of friends and business relations have had grander hopes for this aggregation. The band performs only a few times a year in already assured markets, and records at most twice every 12 months, so members can front their own creative projects. Yet the idea behind the All-Stars is that they sell the entire label, all the bands, singers, and salsa music, itself.

So Pacheco and Masucci aspire to a boundary-breaking crossover hit in the pop, r&b, or disco vein which will, they posit, lead to acceptance of Latin-rooted Spanish language music in the mainstream music market.

"You get a top ten album in the pop market and I guess that's what everyone is talking about, that's where it's all supposed to lead," says Masucci, who handles the business aspects of Fania Records while Pacheco oversees artistic considerations. In pursuit of that elusive breakthrough, Fania Records and the ever-changing band bearing its name signed a three year agreement with Columbia Records to co-produce an album a year, starting in 1976.

That year the Fania All-Stars made two albums, Delicate and Jumpy for Columbia with production help from Gene Page, and A Tribute To Tito Rodriguez for Fania, an in-house labor of love involving Masucci, Pacheco, Ramirez, and pianist-composer-arranger.
bandleader Larry Harlow.

"People were disappointed when we did the first Columbia record," Pacheco remembers. "Because there was no Latin music involved. So the Latin crowd got disappointed. That's why we started doing one side completely Latin, the other side the Columbia stuff. On the Latin radio programs we hear the Latin tunes played; on the American stations, the American stuff, although now they are starting to play the tune I wrote (for the All-Stars' latest, Spanish Fever), Coro Miyare. I heard it on BLS, here in New York. They play that because a lot of blacks listen to that station, and they go crazy for the music."

"I think mostly the same people buy Fania and Columbia albums, but we try to make the material different on each album. We have to give them a little mixture, because we want to get to the middle of the market. Maybe we can do a little crossover with a tune from Spanish Fever.

"If that goes big, maybe the people who buy it will listen to the second side, the Latin music. If they like that, maybe they'll go out and buy the other stuff, our own thing. On Fania records, there is crossover material for the American market, but from the Columbia records we expect more. I think you just have to give both kinds of music. Spanish Fever is selling more than the last one [Rhythm Machine] so I guess people are getting more into it. We try to make the Columbia records more American than the Fania records."

Live At The Red Garter, the first Fania recording of the All-Stars (issued in 1972), had crossover offerings: a duet version in English of Marvin Gaye's ballad If This World Was Mine, and a Memphis Horns-inspired Strut. But most of Red Garter (there are two volumes), which features, besides Pacheco, 18 live performances, Colon and Harlow, the popular leaders Ray Barretto, Joe Bataan, Tito Puente and Eddie Palmieri, is a rough Latin jazz jam, with piercing trumpet breaks, several percussion solos, elixic-crushing pianistics, and discursive, improvised vocalizing over a simple phrase repeated by an impromptu chorus. There is the marvelous, funky feeling of music created in the heat of life.

By comparison, Spanish Fever opens with the title track: an "Ole" and some standard flamenco guitar licks by guest soloist Jay Berliner, a disco beat, guest Maynard Ferguson's trumpet break ending predictably on a squeezed high note, and a female chorus mixed out front repeating the two key words of the title. All the potential of the recording studio supplants any spontaneity—and where are the Fania All-Stars?

Continuing through the disc: Que Pasa? uses Latin percussion, timbales and scraper, a couple characteristic measures by guest alto saxist David Sanborn, then the tune's title to frame guest Eric Gale's guitar solo. "Wha' happen-ing?" sings the male chorus in bad dialect. Space Machine (Ride, Ride, Ride) makes the All-Stars indistinguishable from any other disco corporation but for Nicky Marrero's rolling sticks perking the beat. On Your Serness ringer Hubert Laws blows a flawless (but not Latin) line, Sanborn gets another passage, and strings well into a fade-out.

Flip it over to hear some salsa: Pacheco's Coro Miyare opens with a pagam chant over an Afro-Cuban conga beat. Papo Lucca maintains perfect counterpart syncopation with the chorus; an interesting trumpet line is developed by the section over a complex, clean and fast rhythm; a whistle intrudes irregularly, an amazing ascending orchestral motif turns the tune around, and there's a cutting, uncred-
nard's album had been a commercial success. So I was set up with Latin guys. I loved to listen to it but I didn’t realize what I didn’t know. Paccheco taught me most of the stuff—he's really a genius and has become a close friend.

“I wrote an original samba-type song for the second album, and Rythm Machine did well. It’s an up-beat song, also a good pretty good reviews, and opened a few jazz ears to Latin jazz. The album was well recorded; for the first time you could hear bongos go wild. Columbia decided to go for another one, get into a turnover and, eventually, established Latin market. Their aim was to get all star jazz talent, and all star Latin talent, to become a leader in the salsa market with the Fania All-Stars, and not to make it less Latin, necessarily.

“It’s not the large conglomerate delving into this music. At Columbia we believe in diversifying, and are into the Latin thing as well.” Chattaway was part of the Columbia tours that included the 1976, which involved touring in Iran and the first Cuban jazz band to record in the U.S. since the Cuban Revolution. Chattaway recently produced Mongo Santamaria. “I’m becoming the ethnic producer,” Chattaway chuckles. “They think I can do this.” But he has worked to learn the styles, listening to a collection of old Cuban records, RCA reissues, charanga (flute and violin) bands, studying Johnny Richards’ Cuban Fire Suite written for Stan Kenton’s orchestra, and finally confronting the idiosyncrasies of his colleagues.

“Never quite get rehearsals,” Chattaway says of the All-Stars recording dates, “and the albums are enormously expensive by some standards. There is a lot of playing to get the groove, to work out the arrangements—they do rhythm charts, but it would be impossible to note some of the things they play. Then, sometimes, the melodies are the last things to be composed.

Sometimes they come in with a hot manta type of riff. Like Coro Miyare; we did the rhythm track before anyone had any idea what the melody might be. Paccheco came in with an African type coro that became the melody; we recorded the coro itself, alone, then decided to put African percussion with the Spanish influence, strings and horns on top of that, and it turned into a tribal thing, and a favorite commercially.

“Among the All-Stars, everybody contributes. They’re into co-writing; songs are composed by committee, like one person would write the vocal part, Louie Ramirez would write a horn part and I would expand on it, make it a bit more contemporary. Ramirez is a pretty good player but a really good writer.” Chattaway denies the Columbia-Fania venture is disco-aimed. While perceiving that “most of the Latinos are dance fans, not jazz fans,” he’s nonetheless cautious about going after the disco market, afraid the music will “lose something.”

“But you can’t write all your heavy stuff, either, or you’ll scare everyone away,” he worries. “The whole idea is because radio is the only way to make a record successful. You must choose the path of least resistance to get on the radio, then go for a crossover. Salsa songs are usually story oriented—but in case there’s a turnaround the Spanish language, we’ve had a tendency to have shorter catch phrases, and bi-lingual songs.

“So far the All-Stars on Columbia are better sellers than their albums on Fania, but Columbia has a strong marketing arm. If Fania had Columbia’s machinery, I’m sure they would do better. For the All-Stars, Columbia’s first step in marketing is heavy into radio ads on Latin stations.”

Chattaway has learned from the All-Stars, too.

“The rhythm concept—I probably wouldn’t want to write a samba if I hadn’t heard the All-Stars. All their songs have a built-in clave metronome, like a samba in a box, and that’s why we called the one album Rhythm Secuence.

“Every jazz artist tries to incorporate some Latin aspects in their music. I’m planning on eventually having Latin elements on my solo album for Tapan Zee. In the meantime, to hear an authentic Latin group play Latin music composed by an Anglo is a real treat. When you do funk music everything is straight up and down. Latin rhythms cover a much broader spectrum,” Chattaway asserts.

Pacheco and I are filtering down through other musicians, and becoming influential. “I was very thrilled,” he says ingeniously. “There were a lot of studio guys, American musicians, who told me they went to see us. Once, I gave Paccheco a copy of their music. I think they dig the music. To see that kind of thing happening!

“There are lots of [non-Latin] guys who come to see the band just to watch. Then you see them when we get off the bandstand, they get on the conga and imitate what they’ve seen. There are some good guys around—who have all the records, and they try to learn Latin percussion by playing along with the records. Some of those guys who can play are working with Latin bands. And there are a lot of horn players now, who aren’t Latin, playing with Latin bands.”

Pacheco and most of the other Fania musicians learned their music directly from their predecessors.

“I started playing when I came to the States; I was 11,” Pacheco relates. “I picked up the music from records and from musicians around me, especially in my family. My father was a musician, a wind man, he played alto sax and woodwinds, and my uncle was a trumpet player, who started one of the first bands in Santo Domingo, called Santa Cecilia. My flute player, Pacho, started fighting it out; on the contrary, there’s a lot of love between us.” Love perhaps borne of respect for a tradition, as Marreiro avows, “We play folkloric rhythms; I’ve learned them by talking to the veterans to get the correct way of doing things. I get around, and personally, I get along with all of them.”

The sound of a music rooted in a folk culture generally evolves slowly, through the culture’s absorption of individual variations, like Marreiro’s expanded timbales kit. Musicians such as Pacheco, a synthesizer with roots deep in tradition but an ear for the future, may be catalysts of development. But the pressure of the marketplace is speeding this change. Actually, that’s what the All-Stars albums on Columbia have been; on each album we try to experiment with mixing different sounds and a few turns. Everything is about trying to keep roots and branch out at the same time. And every album we’ve put out on Columbia has doubled sales.
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from the previous one."

Masucci is outwardly confident about the future, though Columbia's commitment to the Fania All-Stars is up for renewal. He reports that Pacheco has already started on a new album with the All-Stars for '79 release. Columbia champions the label's association is secure: "The commitment will surely continue, because the records are making money," Chattaway says.

Still, rumors abound that the All-Stars sales have fallen below Columbia's expectations. Fania itself has tapes in the can which it would release with the agreement with Columbia dissolved, but '78 has been a slow year for salsa generally, according to a recent Billboard annual that listed "Salsa All-Stars" after "Planting." It quoted an anonymous record company executive: "While the Spanish speaking audience, according to our surveys, still outnumber the fully bi-lingual and primarily English speaking Spanish population, the shift in favor of English has already begun and should be complete across the U.S. within the next three years."

Columbia, its major label and a powerful musical force in the marketplace, be patient for three more years, awaiting the evolution of a folkloric music, or will it try to hasten the trend? Perhaps an English-singing Latin performer could be the breakthrough outside of the salsa tradition, as Carlos Santana did. If salsa's success is predicated upon English language lyrics, what will become of the vocal improvised musicians which singers of salsa have refined to such a high art that their utterances are expressive beyond language lines?

Will salsa enthusiasts hold their breath until the '80s, satisfied with pale imitations while the music of tradition lapses back into being? We'll see the Fania All-Stars perform a few Stateside performances in 1978. After the Garden, a July 4th date at Belmont Park racetrack, and two West Coast gigs they headed for Venezuela, where a rapidly growing audience will see Pacheco tour back his oud ensemble, abetted by Celia Cruz, this autumn.

Has salsa's popularity peaked, or is it still growing?

"Let me tell you this," offers Jerry Masucci, "if what didn't happen, we haven't had any pop hits. Everyone's looking for it. But as far as growth, as far as sales, and as far as personal appearances goes, it just keeps getting bigger and bigger. This year we sold out the Garden again. The music is sweeping across South America, and even creeping into Mexico, which is very nationalistic. So it's growing one way or another."

Will Latin music continue to gain exposure?

"I think so," says Johnny Pacheco. "In the past the old guys really stuck to one thing only. We're more flexible now. If a trend is on the way, we try to put a little flavor of it in there. We're not so strict. We're definitely reaching more non-Spanish speakers with the All-Stars, through Columbia—they're doing a hell of a job reaching certain elements we couldn't get to through Fania."

"You know, Europe is a little slow yet. But we did a concert at the Lyceum in London, and we sold out, and people flipped out. There were a lot of kids from Puerto Rico in the Army over there, and they started dancing, and the English, when they saw that, tried to imitate them. Well, they had a ball."
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and I'd be playing the tympani. I was into anything I could.

And young drummers should get involved in music theory, keyboard harmony mainly. Keyboard harmony teaches you about music itself and how to deal with the sound of other instruments. After you've absorbed all that, then don't listen to anything but yourself. For awhile, after you've got all that together, then you look for your own individual personality. After that you've got all the other stuff, and you're satisfied with yourself there, then you don't listen to anything, you seek yourself out, which is the hardest part of it. Develop your own individuality. One of the most important things is the cause of our condition, is to accept what we are, the way we look, the way we talk, the way we walk, especially the way we sound. You have a tense expression if you want to hide when somebody says, "Hey, I want to play this for you, you're on it." I don't want to hear it! That's just a tendency. We criticize ourselves. That all comes from the education.

Our educational system is so goddamn one dimensional, at times it's Germanic. Although we may come out of an American university with a doctorate, when we go to a culture outside of the main forms, we're really just like the most naive people in the world. We criticize the way other people sleep, eat and what the hell kind of music is that you're playing on those metal instruments! The first time I went to Japan it was, 'Christ, what kind of bathroom is this? What is this sleeping without a bed? Raw fish? I remember I went to Sweden, I couldn't read the menu, I was out by myself at a restaurant and I saw Sake. I said, no, I'm not going to drink that. I was living in New York, I don't think they're making that kind of money either. I really don't think Sonny realizes that or not, whether Orrin Keepnews does or not. I don't have any respect for that. Sonny can get into it if he likes. It would be like Sonny's band all of a sudden turning out Maynard's style because Maynard was selling a lot of records. It would sound strange to me. It would be like, is Basie trying to bullshit me? That kind of thing I don't quite dig. I really don't. There's nothin' in it. I don't think he's making that kind of money either. I really don't think Sonny comes out honest and sincere.

Mingus is trying to do the same kind of thing. I don't think they're going to sell as much as Mingus and Sonny are doing. They're selling a lot of records. They're bad, those guys, honestly. They don't even attempt to do the things that Mingus and Sonny are doing, they're where they are and they do whatever they do well and they're handling it because someone told him to. They're certainly not letting people take advantage of them."

Primack: What young players do you recommend?

Roach: Well, there's a young saxophonist, Salehien Hakim. I like him very much. I think he's going to be significant. He's a hard worker. He came up to the university but he's in Europe right now. But they're all across the country. You know, one thing about this music is the fluidity of it. Although I could name people, I know this music allows each generation to produce. It's not like traditional European fare, or traditional Indian music where things have to be this way and the people of coming generations will never have a chance to be heard because they can never get past the Bachs and the Mendelssohn, and evening. This music is so infectious all over the world. A lot of people are engaged in it. Because we had a Coleman Hawkins didn't mean we couldn't have a Lester Young and then on to a Charlie Parker or a John Coltrane. Because we had a Louis Armstrong didn't mean we couldn't have a Dizzy, a Miles or a Freddie Hubbard. So this music has always allowed every generation to function. You got Ray Charles and Stevie Wonder and I know there's going to be more all on down the line.

Primack: But nobody's really come along